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ABSTRACT 
 

 
 Low pressure and temperature welding has the ability to improve electronic device 

function and fabrication. Currently there are important implications in bottom-up manufacturing 

and advantages to stable and strong circuit interconnects. Improvements in the low pressure and 

temperature welding can improve device modularity and in turn device functionality. In this 

paper, elastomer aided gold to gold welding is investigated. Elastomer aided welding has 

implications in the expanding field of flexible electronic device in addition to bottom-up 

manufacturing. Throughout this project gold to gold elastomer aided welding is analyzed across 

various temperatures (100℃, 150℃, 200℃, 250℃, and 300℃) with an applied clamp pressure 

estimated to be 1.5kg. From these tests, it is hypothesized that elastomer aided gold welding 

helps to lower the critical weld temperature and pressures, and can even lead to welding under 

ambient conditions. Evidence of welding was reported at temperatures as low as 100℃, while the 

typical critical weld temperature under like pressure conditions exists at around 150℃.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Objective  

 With a constant need for new and improved electronic device technology across a great 

number of fields, low temperature and pressure gold to gold welding has great potential to 

expand upon currently existing devices, and become something of its own. Flexible and transient 

electronics have recently gained popularity due to their high applicability with regard to medical 

device technology, and potential applications in environmentally friendly design. In addition to 

this expanding field, there is interest in the ability of bottom up device fabrication and effective 

interconnect design. With limitations in design opportunities of traditional assembly it is 

advantageous in size and weight to improve the ability of a vertical assembly process. It is the 

objective of this project to explore the possibility of elastomer aided gold to gold welding’s 

ability to expand the existing capabilities of flexible and transient electronic devices. In addition 

to this it is desired to better understand gold to gold welding’s possible role in bottom up 

fabrication and interconnect design.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Temperature and Pressure Dependence of Gold 

The temperature and pressure dependence of gold’s welding abilities plays an important 

role with regards to its applicability across a number of fields. More specifically, these 

parameters help to define gold’s capabilities within electronic devices. As time progresses the 

need and desire for multifunctional electronics increases. With that being said, across the same 

time the need and desire for these electronics to be compact in size and weight increases as well. 

Such requirements call upon three-dimensional packaging techniques (1). Such techniques allow 

for the device’s components to be compiled vertically (1). With the incorporation of component 

stacking the device’s compactness significantly decrease. In using a technique like this it is 

required that 3D interconnects are formed when building across the z-axis. These 3D 

interconnects can be made through gold-gold bonding, and the formation of these interconnects 

depends greatly on “thermal management”, which is why the temperature and pressure 

characteristics of gold are critical when chosen as interconnect materials. 

It has been seen that the critical temperature for gold-gold welding to occur is 

approximately 150℃ (1). A measure of weld temperature and shear strength of gold to gold 

contacts can be seen in Figure 1. From this it can be observed that there is a linear rise in shear 

strength as the applied temperature of bonding is increased above and beyond the critical 

temperature of 150℃.  
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The ability to increase the strength of the gold to gold contacts near the critical temperature 

would greatly increase device modularity capabilities by decreasing not only the cost but also 

mechanical damage in fabrication and thermal damage or defects caused by the excessive 

heating. In order to take advantage of a technique capable of this, cold welding processes should 

be investigated.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Shear strength vs. temperature for Au- Au contacts. Ang et al 2005.(1)  
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2.2 Cold Welding 

Cold welding techniques provide a path for increased modularity within electronic device 

design. Cold welding allows for the welding of metals under ambient conditions (2). 

Additionally, cold welding is often found in the absence of atmosphere, especially under 

atomically flat conditions.  There are a few proposed mechanisms of cold weld bonding. One 

such mechanism can be described as the breakthrough of the “brittle cover layer” (3). Such a 

mechanism relies on the deformation or fracture of a “work-hardened” surface layer on the 

metallic surface that is to be welded. Another proposed mechanism of cold welding, and most 

predominately discussed throughout this paper, is the is contaminant film mechanism (3). This 

mechanism relies on the deformation of a contaminant film layer on the desired metallic surface. 

Breakthrough of such a layer exposed “base” materials and allows for necessary contact and 

eventually welding to occur (3).  

Measures are typically taken to prevent the process of cold welding from occurring, for 

example, under the high vacuum and high-pressure environments of space. But this phenomenon 

of cold welding can be taken advantage of for the purpose of device assembly (4). Ever 

expanding techniques and processes of device manipulation and assembly continually improve 

the capabilities of electronics across all fields. Cold welding techniques possess the ability to 

contribute to this expansion.  

Historically, success in cold welding had come from the aforementioned high pressures 

and temperatures traditionally caused by high impact or frictional forces (2,5).  Since, it has been 

observed that cold welding can occur under ambient conditions with the inclusion of elastomeric 
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supports (2). Ferguson et al., shows that polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) can act as supportive 

films to aid in gold-gold welding, dramatically lowering the typically required temperature and 

pressure and allowing for welding under ambient conditions (2). It is hypothesized that the 

elastomer support layers provided an increased area of contact between the gold-gold surfaces. 

As seen in Figure 1, Ferguson et al. utilized a 2x106 nm thick layer of PDMS, a less than 5 nm 

layer of SiO2, a 2 nm layer of self-assembled monolayers (SAM), and a 20 nm layer of gold.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Two elastomer supported gold substrates would be brought together with an area of contact of 

3.53x10-4 cm2 (2). Once adhesion was suspected to have occurred the strength of adhesion was 

measured using an apparatus that was able to measure the force between a semispherical 

Figure 2. Illustration of substrate fabrication from Ferguson et al. (2) . 
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substrate and a flat sheet of substrate (6). This method allowed for the force to be calculated by 

measure of the radius of curvature of contact, and the applied pressure (see equations 1-3) (6).  

 

(1)                                    𝑎𝑎3 = �𝑅𝑅
𝐾𝐾
� {𝑃𝑃 + 3𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 + [6𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑃𝑃 + (3𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋)2]0.5}   
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� + ( 1

𝑅𝑅2
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Where, P is external load; W is the work of adhesion; 𝜋𝜋1and 𝜋𝜋2are radii of curvature of the two 

spheres. 𝑣𝑣1, 𝑣𝑣2, and 𝐸𝐸1, 𝐸𝐸2 are the Poisson ratios and elastic moduli of the two substrates. From 

this it was calculated that the adhesive force for two elastomer supported gold films was 3.33 

dyne, or 3.4 mg, for the initial contact area of 3.53x10-4 cm2 (2). It should be noted that the 

adhesive force for two PDMS substrates was less than 1% that of the gold to gold adhesion (2).  

It was further seen that in order to reproduce these results under ambient conditions at least one 

elastomer support was required on a single substrate. From this, Ferguson, et al. hypothesized 

that the elasticity of the PDMS provided a way for the gold to gold contacts to adhere to one 

another without being characteristically atomically flat. This was thought to be attributed to the 

ability of the PDMS elastomers to not only increase the contact area between the substrates but 

to further displace “loosely absorbed contaminants” (2).  

 Cold welding has continued to be tried and tested in numerous applications and 

experimentations. For instance, Zhang and Bay have used modeling techniques to simulate the 

cold-welding process (7). This type of modeling allows for a better understanding of the 

parameters in play concerning the cold-welding process, and allows for appropriate experimental 
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changes to be made. Zhang and Bay’s work investigated, through simulation, the weld strength 

between aluminum contacts with Ni plating. It was found that the nominal weld strength 

(denoted as 𝜎𝜎𝐵𝐵 in equation 4) relative to the entire contact surface area is equal to the 

overlapping surface exposure (𝜓𝜓) multiplied by the effective normal pressure (𝜌𝜌𝐵𝐵) (5).  

 

(4)                                       𝜎𝜎𝐵𝐵 =  𝜓𝜓𝜌𝜌𝐵𝐵  

 

The effective normal pressure described by Zhang and Bay is crucial to the cold-welding 

process. This pressure is dependent upon the surfaces of the tested substrates. Metal surfaces 

with a thin layer of contamination will expose “virgin” metal layers and surfaces with ease 

compared to those with thicker layers of contamination. These metals with much thicker layers 

of contaminant films must be subject to much higher pressures. These normal pressures must 

reach high enough values in order to expose the “virgin” metal surface through the described 

layer of contamination (7).  

 Cold welding between gold to gold contacts has been observed not only at the macro- and 

microscale but also at the nanoscale. Yang Lu et al. from Rice University demonstrated that 

solid-state cold welding of gold-gold contacts can take place under standard conditions with 

induced deformation. In this case the tested gold-gold contacts were nanowires (8). This study 

showed “head-to-head” and “side-to-side” welding of gold wires at the nanoscale level. This was 

done successfully without high load and at near room temperature. Further, it was reported that 

there was no effect on mechanical or electrical properties of the nanowires (8). A gold and silver 

nanowire cold welding simulation was conducted by Pereira and Silva at the Institute of Physics 

“Gleb Wataghin” (9). This research further analyzed the dynamics of cold welding at the 
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nanoscale through molecular dynamics. This simulation confirmed the process of low 

temperature and pressure welding of gold to gold contacts and showed that the gold retains its 

crystalline FCC structure within the welded region which helps to explain the maintenance of 

electrical and mechanical properties of the nanowires after cold welding occurs (9).  

 Welding can be induced in a number of ways. As previously discussed, low temperature 

and pressure welding or cold welding has been demonstrated through the deformation of 

contamination layers, by the advantages of nanoscale contacts. But this process of cold welding 

can be induced through the application of capillary forces as well (10). This technique of 

capillary force cold welding was demonstrated in silver-silver contacts in flexible transparent 

electrodes (10). The way this technique was applied was by a simple two-step process which can 

be seen in figure 3 (10). These two steps are essentially the application of moisture and a drying 

step. Moister is applied to silver nanowire (AgNW) film electrodes by use of a humidifier or 

even by breathing on the substrate. The applied liquid condenses near the overlaying nanowire 

junctions. As the water begins to evaporate a “meniscus shaped capillary bridge” is formed and 

draws the two nanowires in the junction together allowing for the contact necessary for cold 

welding to occur. Repeating this fast two-step process a small number of times allows for the 

established connections to further improve and new connections to be made. Repetition reduces 

the measured resistance and improves the electrical connections and therefore its respective 
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properties (10). This example shows not only a mechanism of cold welding but also a transition 

to the applications of cold welding through the design of the AgNW electrode device.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 As previously mentioned, it has been hypothesized that low pressure and temperature 

welding or is capable under ambient conditions with the assistance of elastomer layers (2). This 

elastomer layer plays apart in not only allowing for ease of welding and strength of contact 

between two metal layers, but also in transient flexible electronics and further applications.  

Figure 3. Capillary-force-induced cold welding of AgNWs demonstrated by Liu et al. 
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2.3 Flexible Electronics and Additional Applications 

 Flexible electronic devices have been on the rise within recent years. These electronic 

devices are capable of large deformations without loss of function, and in some cases, are 

capable of complete dissolution. With the recent rise in need for such environmentally friendly 

capabilities, the implementation of low pressure and temperature welding techniques would 

bring about an increase in function of such devices and expand an already quickly growing field.  

 One such example of the application of flexible elastomer and gold comes from a project 

completed by Adrega and Lacour from the University of Cambridge (11). This project focused 

on creating stretchable gold conductors through the utilization of PDMS elastomer (11). This is 

of use in display technology, stretchable circuitry, soft microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 

and within the medical field for electrode applications. This study found that through 

photolithography fabrication, stretchable gold conductors were successfully embedded in PDMS 

substrate (11). Gold feature sizes as small as 10 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 were able to be produced. It was found that 
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the PDMS embedded conductors would remain functional (electrical properties remained intact) 

up to a 30% strain and radial stretching to 12% (Figure 4) (11).       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Flexible electronics are not the only application of which stands to gain from 

improvements in cold welding. Cold welding assembly techniques have already been introduced. 

A technique has developed that involves the direct micro-patterning of organic electronic 

devices. This is done by high-pressure stamping, which induces cold welding between a metal 

coating on the stamp and the metal layer on the organic film (12). There are great advantages to 

this such as micrometer scale device patterning, fast and simple processing, and nondestructive 

fabrication (12). A simple schematic of the process is shown below (Figure 5 left).  

 Another application of cold welding is wafer attachment and sealing methods. These are 

used for wafer-level manufacturing, and in this case, was developed by Decharat et al., where 

they utilized low temperature welding for their design (13). In this study metal to metal cold 

welding was utilized for room-temperature sealing of micro cavities. This was able to be done by 

Figure 4. Illustrations of substrate fabrication, Adrega et al. (11) 
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contacting metal sealing rings, in this case gold (Figure 5). A force was applied of 2.5kN in order 

to bond the metal rings together and create the desired cavities. In doing this it was found that 

localized fractures underneath the gold existed most likely caused by the high pressures required 

to cold weld the cavities (13).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 The advantages of cold welding techniques expand across applications and across fields. 

It can be seen in areas of wafer manufacturing and flexible electronics, as well as bottom up 

device assembly. Cold welding serves to improve the technological capabilities across the 

sciences through its low pressure and temperature adhesive capabilities.  

 

Figure 5. Cold welding cavity application (left), cold weld micro plotting (right) 
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Chapter 3 Methods  

3.1 Process and Planning 

Designing and executing an experiment with the purpose of inducing elastomer assisted 

gold to gold welding required multiple mechanical setup and substrate design iterations. The goal 

of these experiments was to analyze the ability of gold to weld with itself under low temperatures 

and pressures. In order to do this, there were two significant design steps. One being the design 

of an apparatus capable of bringing two substrates together under pressure and various 

temperatures. The other being the design of the substrate. It was necessary that the substrates 

contained an elastomer component along with a gold component capable of remaining adhered to 

the selected elastomer. In the process of working towards these goals, multiple different designs 

were developed and executed for both the desired apparatus and substrates. The process of 

designing and bringing to fruition different setups and substrates yielded no results at times. But, 

it brought to fruition a culmination of designs and the final results of the experiment to be 

discussed in Chapter 4.  
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3.2 Mechanical Design Iterations 

Throughout the experimental design process multiple experiments were performed that 

did not yield the necessary results. In the beginning of this process we attempted to reproduce the 

cold-welding results that have previously been attained (2). In order to do this a motion stage and 

load cell system were utilized. The motion stage and load cell devices were utilized throughout 

the design process and were vital tools in acquiring results. This original motion stage and load 

cell setup was used to bring together a two PDMS substrates. One substrate was attached, 

through an adhesive 1mm Ecoflex layer, to an acrylic rectangular prism (See figure 5). This 

rectangular piece measured a base length of ~10mm, a base width of ~5mm, and a height of 

~15mm. This piece was capable of being attached to the load cell by screw and could be lowered 

or raised vertically onto the desired elastomer substrate at a desired rate. The motion stage 

apparatus was able to executed this at very slow speeds thanks to Arduino software that was used 

throughout this process. The slow speeds of the motion stage (~0.5mm/min) were needed in 

order to acquire data at a rate sufficient for the frequency of the load cell (10 Hz) to analyze.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 6. Rectangular prism load cell attachment 
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After these cold-welding experiments were completed a new experimental design was 

developed. This design was a peel test. The peel test was set up very similarly to the original 

cold-welding design. In this case however, the substrate that would be contacted by the load cell 

substrate was not placed on a horizontal but instead a 45-degree plane. The load cell moved in a 

vertical fashion as before, but executed a peeling motion due to the 45-degree plane the substrate 

rested on. In doing this it was necessary to change the substrate design as well, this is to be 

discussed in section 3.3.  

 In using the previously discussed set ups, both the original cold-welding design and the 

45-degree peel test design, it was necessary that changes be made to the experimental process 

based on the incoming results. Previously, within the original cold-welding set-up the substrate 

lying on the horizontal surface was not fastened or adhered to a surface. The tests that were being 

conducted were under low pressure and temperature (around 80 mg and room temperature 

conditions). As these parameters began to rise we began seeing gold to gold adhesion values 

capable of lifting the horizontal substrate once the motion stage began to vertically ascend. 

Additionally, once higher pressure and temperature values were being reached it was necessary 

that the apparatus have temperature protective barriers in place to ensure the device does not 

become thermally damaged in any way.  

With these necessities in mind two new designs were executed. The first new design was 

the simplest set up yet. This involved a small clamp, commonly used to hold papers together, and 

a solder heat gun capable of reaching temperatures up to 480℃ (See figure 7). The setup required 

that two small gold elastomer substrates be layered with gold tops contacting one another and 

compressed by the described clamps. The first clamp applied covered half of the exposed surface 

and a second clamp was applied to cover the other (See figure 7). This maximized the surface 
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area of which the force was applied. Finally, the heat gun was used across various lengths of 

time and temperatures in order to test the effects of elastomer aided gold to gold welding. The 

gun was set with its nozzle ~4cm from the substrates in contact. With this design, there was one 

final problem with its simplicity. While welding was observed, there was no way to accurately 

quantify the adhesive force or quality of the weld. Removing the samples from the clamps 

caused slight disruption in the quality of the weld as the process began to apply forces in a 

peeling direction due to slight adhesion observed between the metal of the clamp and the 

exposed elastomer surface. In order to obtain adhesive force measurements, the final force 

apparatus was designed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the final design, adhesive force measurements were able to be obtained with only 

slight modifications to the original cold-welding set-up. The original cold-welding set-up, as 

previously discussed, did not have a secure horizontal substrate. When the adhesive forces were 

greater than the weight of the horizontal substrate no force measurements were able to be 

obtained because separation had not occurred. Correcting this involved adhering the horizontal 

Figure 7. Heat gun and clamps used to apply load 
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substrate to an aluminum plate. This allowed for the substrate to be secure and for necessary 

force measurements to be taken. Also, as previously mentioned, it was necessary the force sensor 

and motion stage were protected from thermal damage. This was done by adding a thermal 

insulator to block the most sensitive parts of the apparatus. This final set-up varied from the 

original cold-welding motion stage set-up in one final way. Instead of the force sensor moving in 

a vertical direction, it was stationary. In order to contact the substrate, a platform located below 

the stationary force sensor moved vertically by using the previously described motion stage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Final set-up for adhesion testing. 
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3.4 Substrate Fabrication  

Much like the various design iterations involved with the mechanical motion stage set-up, 

there were a number of iterations involved throughout the fabrication of the elastomer substrates 

for testing. The first design iteration for the motion stage apparatus was the original cold-welding 

test. With this a few different substrates were designed. In each of the designs that were used 

throughout the experiments PDMS 184 was utilized. The PDMS, or polydimethylsiloxane, was 

made through a simple 2 step process. This process consisted of adding two mixtures, A and B, 

of Solaris PDMS in proportions of 10:1 and letting cure for 24 hours. At the end of this 24hrs the 

PDMS substrate was ready to be manipulated and the various substrate designs were fabricated.  

 The first design was most similar to the final iteration. This substrate was a layer of 

PDMS followed by 10 nm of titanium and then a 20 nm layer of gold. These metal layers were 

added by electron-beam or e-beam deposition. Titanium was added in this case to help support 

the typically weak adhesion of gold and PDMS elastomer. Variations in this design were taken 

on in the cold welding experimental process. As results came in describing the interaction 

between two planar substrates, it was decided that a spherical substrate would be fabricated. In 

this case, the spherical substrate was created by pouring a layer of uncured PDMS over 

aluminum beads. These beads had a diameter of ~7mm and were then glued to the 

aforementioned acrylic rectangular prism in order to manipulate its displacement with the load 

cell. The next design that was taken on was that of the peel test. For this design, a long substrate 

was needed in order to have a substantial peeling over a more significant distance. This was 

fabricated by use of a 3D printed mold. This mold allowed for a longer sample of PDMS to be 

cured, with a desired pattern. The final substrate design most closely resembles the original cold-
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welding substrate. In this case however, there is one difference. Instead of using an e-beam 

deposited layer of gold at 20 nm, this layer was raised to 50 nm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Substrate design iterations 
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3.5 Selected Parameters for Measurement  

Once the final apparatus set up and substrate fabrication method was established it was 

necessary that parameters for measure be selected. In order to test if the addition of an elastomer 

substrate effected the weld quality across temperature and pressure, it was clear that the 

experiment would need to be conducted across temperatures and pressures comparable to those 

found in literature. The temperature values of 100℃, 150℃, 200℃, 250℃, and 300℃ were 

selected as it was previously found that the minimum effective temperature to induce adhesion of 

gold to gold contacts started at 150℃. Further, in order to induce welding between the gold 

contact points of our substrate, pressure was applied to samples by a simple clamp. The applied 

pressure of these clamps was estimated to be around 1.5kg. This estimated pressure was applied 

across all samples measured in the final design. Finally, as a measure of weld quality or adhesive 

strength, the adhesive force of the temperature and pressure induced connections was measured 

by way of the final apparatus design. 

Having gone through these motion stage design and substrate fabrication iterations the 

following results were obtained.   
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Chapter 4 Results 

4.1 Cold Welding and Peel Test Data 

Throughout the process of collecting cold welding results with the original cold-welding 

apparatus, results were inconsistent. Contacting two 5mm by 5mm PDMS/Ti/Au substrates 

under room temperature and low pressures (20g to 75g) brought about small adhesive 

measurements (See table 1). These unpredictable results became typical under the described 

conditions. The peel test measurements were conducted in order to ensure the adhesion of PDMS 

was within expected literature values. From these trials, it was found that similar 

inconsistent/unpredictable results were collected. There was no reproducibility under the 

presented conditions (More on this in Chapter 5).  

 

Table 1. Cold welding trials (Room Temperature) 

Trial Number  Applied Force (g)  Adhesive Force (g)  

1 21.96 0.51 

2 41.52 1.43 

3 71.69  0.65 

4 73.50 0.13 

5 75.55 0.25 

6 74.40 0.14 
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4.2 Clamp Applied Pressure and Final Apparatus Data  

 Because of the inconsistency found in the results of the cold-welding analysis, the next 

step was to increase pressure and temperature to induce adhesion between the tested gold to gold 

contacts. The first step in doing this was the application of the clamp applied pressure technique. 

From this, changes in the surface of the separated substrates show possible signs of adhesion. 

Immediately after exposure to clamp pressure and increased temperatures (200℃), changes on 

the surface of the substrate are evident (See figure 10).  Upon further investigation, these surface 

changes can be see under magnification (See figure 11).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The next step in this process was to incorporate the motion stage apparatus (figure 8) in 

order to gather quantitative data regarding the clamp applied pressure welding thought to have 

been observed in figures 10 and 11. In order to do this multiple samples were run under various 

Figure 10. Surface changes under clamp pressure (200℃) 

Figure 11. 50x magnification before (left) and after (right) separation 
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temperatures (100℃, 150℃, 200℃, 250℃, and 300℃). The simple clamp pressure method was 

used for each sample. Additionally, a temperature exposure time of 5 minutes was used. Under 

these conditions the surface changes seen in figures 9 and 10 were induced and the following 

measurements were obtained.  

 

Table 2. Average adhesive forces for clamp applied pressure under varying temperatures 

Trial Number Temperature (℃) Applied Force (kg) Avg. Adhesive Force (g)  

1a 100 ~1.5 or clamp pressure 55 

2a 150 ~1.5 or clamp pressure 86 

3a 200 ~1.5 or clamp pressure 130 

4a 250 ~1.5 or clamp pressure 119 

5a 300 ~1.5 or clamp pressure 126 

 

  

 

 

Figure 12. Adhesive force across temperature for clamp applied pressures 
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 Specifically looking at the results of the adhesion test show an applied force (negative), 

followed by an adhesive force (positive peak), then followed by separation (trail off to zero 

force). This negative applied force is done to ensure the sample set-up in figure 16 (right) makes 

contact with a planar surface adhesive. This ensures that when the positive load is applied to 

separate the welded sample, the substrate will not become disconnected from the horizontal 

surface and skew the results. Typically, an applied force of ~100 g was sufficient in adhering the 

glass slide to the surface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 14. Measured force over elapsed time, 100℃/clamp pressure (Sample 1) 

Figure 13. Measured force over elapsed time, 200℃/clamp pressure (Sample 3) 
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 It can be seen that each sample displayed the same surface distortions, seemingly 

outlining the area of which the clamp’s force was applied (See figure 15). These distortions were 

not evident in samples under pressure only, or strictly temperature. They only appeared under 

combinations of both clamp pressure and applied temperature.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The results of this experiment showed substantial adhesion under temperatures and 

pressures both quantitatively and qualitatively. The surface distortions allow one to observe the 

effects of applied heating under pressure, and in addition to this, considerable adhesive force was 

measured using the motion stage apparatus. From these results, the following discussion can take 

place.  

 

 

Figure 15. Surface results after adhesive force test for trial #3, and sample set-up (right) 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 

5.1 Cold Welding Results and Speculation  

As previously stated, the cold-welding results gained from the “original cold-welding set-

up” did not exhibit any apparent trends. There were no signs of adhesion qualitatively or 

quantitatively. While some very slight positive adhesion values were obtained, they were not 

consistent or repeatable. Further, the values that were obtained were not outside of the noise 

threshold that was observed with the load cell in use. The maximum load that can be applied to 

the load cell in the original cold-welding set-up was 100 grams. It was found through repeated 

use that the cell was sensitive to nearly 0.02g to 0.05g with noise readings sometimes as high as 

+/- ( 0.07g to  0.15g). The inconsistency of these measurements in combination with the very 

unpredictable fluctuations in readings made for unreliable collections. It is possible that a more 

sensitive force sensor would have been able to return results indicative of slight adhesion. It can 

be seen from literature that with a surface area of 3.53x10-4 cm2 that a pull off force of 3.33 dyne 

can be seen under small pressures and ambient conditions (2). These values involve measuring 

force values of 3.33 dyne or 3.4 mg. The surface contact area in our experiment was around 

0.25cm2. With a contact area this large, is it expected that a pull off or adhesive force of around 

1.90g is to be measured. This value is obtained through the scaling of the results from 1991 (2).  

These values are not reliably measureable while using the described load cell. Further, the 

relationship between the contact surface area and expected adhesive force needs to be 

investigated further (see chapter 6).  
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5.2 Elastomer Aided Gold to Gold Welding 

 After completing the experiments under clamp pressure and various temperatures there 

were some considerable signs that welding was achieved. The first sign to come to attention was 

the disruptions on the surface of the heat treated and clamp pressure applied samples. These 

substrates indicated that a significant change had occurred. These surface disruptions or 

deformations were not present in samples treated with either just the clamp pressure, or just 

temperature. In addition to this, samples treated with both clamp pressure and temperature were 

able to hold the force of their own weight immediately after treatment while the substrates 

treated with one parameter were unstable or unable to hold its own weight entirely. With this 

being said, PDMS to PDMS control samples were treated under temperature and pressure. In 

doing this no adhesive measurement was able to be made. This can be attributed to the fact that 

the PDMS’s contact with the clamp after applying pressure was strong enough to disrupt and 

sometimes break whatever adhesive force may have been present between the two PDMS 

substrates. This allows for the conclusion to be made that the adhesive measurements gathered 

from gold to gold contact welding is attributed to the gold contact and not PDMS.  

 The described surface disturbances can be seen with the naked eye, as shown in figure 9. 

In addition to this, when observing under 50x magnification (as seen in figure 10), the 

deformations can again be seen only with more detail. An outline of the clamp’s surface can be 

seen with several disturbances at its outermost edges (figure 10 left). When looking at these 

magnified images after separation of the treated samples (figure 10 right), it can be seen that a 

distinct pattern emerges. It appears as if though there are dark areas mixed in with the more 

transparent gold areas. This could be indicative of a transfer of material, which could also be 
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thought of as a “breaking” of the weld. Under Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

fractographs it can be seen that gold to gold welds when broken will not remove from one 

another cleanly, as if they were two pieces of adhesive tape stuck together, but will instead break 

and appear to crumble. This idea can be seen in an image taken from Ang et al. (see figure 

below) (2) . The darker spots on the magnified image (figure 10 right) could be material taken 

from its partner substrate, while the lighter gold regions the opposite.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The qualitative results of the clamp pressure test indicate significant adhesion has 

occurred between the two gold contacts. When analyzing the quantitative results similar 

conclusions can be made. As seen in Table 2 and Figure 11, strong gold to gold adhesion begins 

to appear at around 150℃ and begins to taper off or plateau in adhesion strength at 200℃ and 

beyond. These findings are consistent with literature (1). It is most commonly understood that 

the minimum temperature for significant gold to gold welding is 150℃. With that being said, in 

looking again at Table 2 and Figure 11, it can be seen that an adhesive force of 55g was found 

for samples treated under clamp pressure (~1.5kg) and 100℃. Looking back to Figure 1, it can 

be seen that samples treated at 100℃ exhibited almost zero shear strength and almost the same 

Figure 16.  Gold - gold broken weld SEM fractograph (1)  
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can be said at 150℃ (1). While an adhesive force was measured for the samples in this project, 

these adhesive force values appeared at 100℃ and were prominent at 150℃. This is different in 

that while welding is known to begin at 150℃, this is thought of as a “minimum” temperature. 

Because there is evidence of welding at these lower temperatures, as shown in Table 2, it can be 

hypothesized that the elastomer is aiding in the adhesion of gold to gold. It is possible that, as 

discussed by Ferguson et al., the elastomer substrate aids in the adhesion of gold to gold by 

increasing the surface area in contact (2). If this is the case elastomer aided welding could play 

an important role in bottom up device fabrication.  

 It should further be discussed that throughout the process of the project there was great 

difficulty reproducing welding results. This was true even with samples treated with clamp 

pressure and high temperatures. The welding of gold to gold contacts relies heavily on the ability 

of the gold contact surfaces to break through the “contamination layers” on either surface to 

expose virgin layers of bondable gold (7). While gold is not known to be oxidized, and for these 

reasons is a good substrate for ambient condition tests, contamination on the surface can build 

over time (11). Once cleaning protocols were applied to our sample preparation more consistent 

results were obtained for substrates treated under clamp pressure and applied heat. Cleaning the 

samples with isopropyl alcohol helped to rid the surface of contaminants to an extent, and 

therefore allow for more consistent results to be obtained.  

 Another important note to be made is that the pressure applied to the samples throughout 

this project was done through the described clamp. This was done for two reasons. The first 

reason is that we were unable to observe an adhesive force across samples with pressure applied 

through the motion stage. This could be caused by a difference in contact areas between the 

samples whose pressure was applied through the motion stage and those of the clamps. From 
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looking at figure 10 and figure 15 the contact area can be estimated by the clamp applied 

pressure. This can be done by assuming the observable deformations are the contact areas. In 

doing this the contact area can be estimated between 7.0x10-6 m2 and 1.2x10-5 m2. From this, 

using the estimated applied clamp weight of 1.5kg, the applied clamp pressures can be estimated 

between 1.2MPa and 2.1MPa. The uniform pressure applied by the motion stage across the entire 

sample area is equal to 0.74 MPa for a 5mm x 4mm sample. It can be seen that the estimated 

clamp pressure is significantly greater than that of the motion stage. The second reason the clamp 

pressure was applied is because it is a great test for our desired application. It is of great interest 

to be able to easily make electrical connects for devices modularity. In much the same way that 

the cold welding induced by capillary action was able to create electrical contacts through a 

mechanism as simple as breathing on a device (10), it is of great interest to be able to apply a 

simple clamp mechanism like the one demonstrated in this project to create necessary electrical 

connections.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions  

From this experiment, significant gold to gold welding evidence has been shown. Cold 

welding was not reproducible under these current experimental conditions. This may have been 

attributed to a lack of load cell measurement sensitivity. While cold welding was not 

reproducible, there is some evidence that low pressure and temperature gold to gold welding 

could have occurred. It has been shown that elastomer aided welding in this case demonstrated 

significant adhesion under lower than expected temperatures. Starting as low as 100℃ and 

becoming prominent at 150℃, the adhesion strength of the substrate contacts was strong. In 

addition to these results it was found that under clamp pressure the adhesive force of the gold to 

gold substrates began to plateau or reach a maximum value at around 200℃. Further, through 

this experimental process there was qualitative evidence of adhesion in addition to the 

quantitative evidence. It was observed that under clamp conditions and applied temperature that 

the surface of the treated samples because to distort in a way that resembled the contact area of 

the applied clamp force. This was only the case when both variables were present. No distortion 

or disturbances were observed under clamp pressure or temperature alone.  
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6.2 Future Perspective 

 In the future, there are improvements that can be made to the current experimental design 

in search for the effects of elastomer aided low pressure and temperature gold to gold welding. 

There are also many additions to be made to better understand and confirm the proposed ideas 

and hypothesis in this project.  

 In order improve the data collection of the original cold welding experiment a force 

sensor capable of reliably recording forces in the milligram range should be sought after. This 

would allow for the confirmation of adhesion, or if no adhesion exists, it would indicate a 

different source of experimental error is present. In addition to this, experiments should be 

conducted to better understand the relationship between cold welding adhesive strength and the 

contact area between substrates. This would help to explain the values obtained under cold 

welding conditions through this project, and beyond.  

 With respect to the many additions that can be made to better understand and confirm the 

proposed ideas in this project, there are many parameters and samples that could be added to 

help clear up, and bring more confidence to the hypotheses present. For instance, it would be 

greatly beneficial to test rigid gold to gold welding against the elastomer aided gold to gold 

welding seen throughout this project. This would help to directly understand if the elastomer is 

significantly aiding in the adhesive force across lower temperatures and pressures. Additionally, 

lower temperatures can be tested to further understand just how different the welding of gold to 

gold behaves under elastomer assisted conditions. Further evidence for the support of gold to 

gold welding can be found in SEM imaging. In the future, samples should be analyzed under the 

SEM in order to directly compare to the presented literature in this project (1). Another 

parameter vital in testing the elastomer’s significance in gold to gold welding would be the 
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PDMS bending stiffness and modulus of elasticity. By manipulating the type of PDMS used and 

the ratio of mixtures, the effect of the material properties of PDMS on the gold to gold welding 

adhesive values would be better understood. Finally, it would be greatly beneficial to incorporate 

an application of pressure into the motion stage apparatus. Currently, pressure is applied by 

clamp. This clamp pressure is strong and intimately related to the desired applications of the 

project, but imprecise and estimated. Incorporating pressure controlled by the motion stage 

would bring about a new level of precision and allow for adhesive strengths to be tested across a 

number of pressures as well as temperature.  
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Appendix A

Arduino Load Cell Code:  

#define HIGHFREQUENCY 4 
#define DOUT  3 
#define CLK  2 
 
HX711 scale(DOUT, CLK); 
 
float calibration_factor = 215000; //-36 worked for my 0.5N max scale setup 
unsigned long time; 
void setup() { 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  Serial.println("HX711 calibration sketch"); 
  Serial.println("Remove all weight from scale"); 
  Serial.println("After readings begin, place known weight on scale"); 
  Serial.println("Press + or a to increase calibration factor"); 
  Serial.println("Press - or z to decrease calibration factor"); 
  pinMode(HIGHFREQUENCY,OUTPUT); 
  digitalWrite(HIGHFREQUENCY,HIGH); 
 
  scale.set_scale(); 
  scale.tare(); //Reset the scale to 0 
  long zero_factor = scale.read_average(); //Get a baseline reading 
  Serial.print("Zero factor: "); //This can be used to remove the need to tare the scale. 

Useful in permanent scale projects. 
  Serial.println(zero_factor); 
} 
 
void loop() { 
digitalWrite(HIGHFREQUENCY,HIGH); 
  scale.set_scale(calibration_factor); //Adjust to this calibration factor 
 
   
 Serial.print(" Time: "); 
  time = millis(); 
  //prints time since program started 
  Serial.print(time); 
   Serial.print(" ms "); 
    
 Serial.print("Loading: "); 
  Serial.print(scale.get_units(), 6); 
  Serial.print(" kg"); //Change this to kg and re-adjust the calibration factor if you follow 

SI units like a sane person 
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  Serial.print(" calibration_factor: "); 
  Serial.print(calibration_factor); 
  Serial.println(); 
  if (Serial.available()) 
  { 
    char temp = Serial.read(); 
    if(temp == '+' || temp == 'a') 
      calibration_factor += 1000; 
    else if(temp == '-' || temp == 'z') 
      calibration_factor -= 1000; 
  } 
} 
 

 
 
Arduino Motion Stage Code:  
 
#include <Stepper.h> 
 
const int steps=400*2*4; //stepsPerRevolution =400*2*4;change this to fit the number of steps 
per revolution,2 comes frm 0.9degree, 4comes from 4 steps as a loop 
// initialize the stepper library on pins 8 through 11: 
// pay attention: exchange channel 9 and 10 due to stepper model digital sequence. 
Stepper myStepper(steps, 8, 10, 9, 11); 
 
const int speed=180; 
String readString; 
void setup() { 
  // initialize the serial port: 
  myStepper.setSpeed(speed); 
   
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  Serial.println("Stepper motor control system"); 
  Serial.println("Input steps number:"); 
} 
 
void loop() { 
    
         while (Serial.available()) { 
              char c = Serial.read();  //gets one byte from serial buffer 
              readString += c; //makes the string readString 
              delay(20);  //slow looping to allow buffer to fill with next character 
            } 
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          if (readString.length() >0) { 
              Serial.println(readString);  //so you can see the captured string  
              int n = readString.toInt();  //convert readString into a number 
               
              myStepper.step(n); 
               
              readString=""; //empty for next input 
            } 
 
      } 
 
    

Table 3. Clamp Pressure Trials 1-3 with Std. Error 

Temperature Pressure Trial #1 
Force 

Trial #2 
Force 

Trial #3 
Force 

Avg.  
Force 

Std. 
Deviation 

Std. 
Error 

100℃ ~1.5kg 55g 50g 60g 55g 5.0g 2.9g 
150℃ ~1.5kg 86g 90g 99g 91.7g 6.7g 3.8g 
200℃ ~1.5kg 130g  135g 125g  130g 5.0g 2.9g 
250℃ ~1.5kg 119g  125g  120g 121.3g 3.2g 1.9g 
300℃ ~1.5kg 126g 125g 122g 124.3g 2.08g 1.2g 
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